
 

  

 

 

Business benefits for suppliers to use BOMcheck  
 
www.BOMcheck.net is an industry collaboration led by Philips, Siemens, GE, Osram, Sony Mobile, Schneider 
Electric, Toshiba, Agfa, Texas Instruments and TE Connectivity to share one web database to manage supply 
chain compliance with the EU REACH Regulation, RoHS Directive and other regulated substances in North 
America, Europe and Asia Pacific.  Over 510 OEMs are using BOMcheck today to gather materials declarations 
from over 3,300 suppliers for more than 1.3 million parts, growing at a rate of 100% per year.     Some suppliers 
also join the IMDS system which was set up by several leading companies in the automotive industry.      

 

 IMDS system BOMcheck 

Cost? Although any supplier can create 
any number of accounts free of 
charge, suppliers need to attend a 
training course to use the system.  
A one-day basic course costs 
between 450 Euros and 900 Euros.  
A one-day advanced course 
between 400 and 450 Euros.    

A BOMcheck Supplier Account costs 300 Euros 
per year for a supplier which has a total business 
turnover of more than 3,000,000 Euros per year.  
Small suppliers with a total business turnover of 
less than 3,000,000 Euros per year can apply for 
free membership.  Web-based training is provided 
free-of-charge.   Suppliers can also gain a 
Manufacturer Account free-of-charge to use 
BOMcheck to gather materials declarations from 
their own suppliers, provided they agree to send a 
letter to their suppliers asking them to join. 

Ease of use? IMDS is a very complicated system.  
A supplier needs to attend a one 
day training course to gain a basic 
understanding of the IMDS system.  
To gain an advanced 
understanding, the supplier needs 
to attend an additional one day 
training course.   

BOMcheck is a user-friendly easy-to-use system.  
Suppliers can gain a basic understanding of 
BOMcheck in 20 minutes by following the 
recorded demonstrations in the assistant tool.  
Suppliers can gain an advanced understanding of 
BOMcheck in 2 hours by following the online 
training provided when they first login to their 
account.  Any company can register on 
www.bomcheck.net to attend a free introduction 
training webinar each month, and can also play 
recorded introduction training webinars.   

Can be used for 
EN 50581 
Technical 
Documentation for 
RoHS2? 

No.  IMDS is not designed for 
suppliers to provide materials 
declarations for RoHS2 compliance.  
For example, IMDS does not allow 
suppliers to select any RoHS2 
materials exemptions. 

Yes. BOMcheck has been designed so that all 
BOMcheck materials declarations meet EN 50581 
Clause 4.3.4 quality and trustworthiness 
requirements.   

 

“We receive a lot of individual questionnaires about REACH SVHC, RoHS, etc.  BOMcheck provides a user 
friendly tool to create standardized declarations which our customers are more and more happy to accept”, 
Product Stewardship Manager at Umicore AG & Co. KG 

“BOMcheck helps me to respond to the rapidly increasing list of REACH Candidate List substances and to keep 
my declarations up-to-date”.  Senior Product Development Engineer at Belden Wire & Cable B.V 

“We appreciate the standardized Full Material Declaration and Regulatory Compliance Declaration, the option to 
add evidence documents (for example,  MSDS’s, lab analysis reports, etc.) to support the material declaration, 
and the automatic updates to our Regulatory Compliance Declarations.”   Environmental Compliance Engineer at 
Wurth Elektronik 

“BOMcheck is a very important tool for WAGO that makes it possible to answer the ever-increasing number of 
customer requests quickly and efficiently.”  Material Data Manager at WAGO Kontakttechnik GmbH & Co. KG 
 

About ENVIRON (www.environcorp.com)  
BOMcheck is managed by leading international consultancy ENVIRON which also co-chairs the IPC 1752A materials declaration 
standard and serves as EMEA regional coordinator for the IEC 62474 materials declaration standard which provides 
standardized requirements for reporting substances and materials in the electrotechnical industry.  The firm offers 
environmental, health, safety and sustainability services through an interdisciplinary network of more than 1,000 consultants 
operating from 88 offices in 19 countries worldwide. 
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